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Educational Benefits 
Making and understanding a SELF 
ASSEMBLY kit involving:-  structures, 
leverage, appreciation of power,  need to 
calibrate and carry out testing,
 
Personal - Sharing a practical making 
experience together, testing, successful 
working outcome. Making a technical 
product.  Co-operation and teamwork, able 
to follow instructions. 
Possible links with science engineering, 
mathematics, history,  computing and 
technology.  
 

Tools and equipment needed 
Hole punch 
Snips - or side cutters
Scissors 
clear tape (optional) 
Rule 
 
   
 

Folds  flat 
for storage
(in bag provided)

'Realistic' working historic model 

Fast adjustment
(adjust by sliding connectors 
along the rods)

Various 
Adjustment 
can be made 
to get best 
effect 

Can 
lock wheels  

 when firing
 

Have fun 
hitting targets

  
Throws SAFE pin pong balls
up to about 3-6m 
(adjust as needed)

 Remote control 
release
string

Activities 
To fire the load (ping pong ball) 
and hit the target (such as a knight 
on horseback or a castle door).  
First make the model then test it.  
Try various adjustments such as 
altering the elastic band, the 
leverage position etc. then set up a 
challenge such as the castle 
enclosed (targets can also be 
waste paper bins.    

Key Words
Movement, triangulation, force,  
stored power, potential energy 
trajectory, competition, testing, 
accuracy, stability, elastic power..

 
Design 
Make a new challenge to be used 
with the catapult.

Health and Safety
Student excitement may 
need to be contained when 
using retrieving the ball. 
Action- Set up a safe area to 
test.
Tip - can hit ball against a 
wall if in a restricted space.  
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5 x Blue clip connector
(strip of 4)  

Cut up and 
use as wanted 

Cut up and 
use as wanted 3 x Green  multiblock 

 connector
(strip of 3)  

6 x Blue slit rods
5mm dia

  

80
mm

3 x Blue slit rods
5mm dia

  

12
0m

m

2 x Blue slit rods
5mm dia

  

20
0m

m

4 x Light Blue tubes 
5mm dia  (4mmID)

  

20
0m

m

60mm

1 x Long lasting 
pulley rubber 

band  

 

4 x wheel   

28
m

m
 

 

6  x  Grey rubber collars 
to fit on grey tubes   

 

2 x  Grey 3.9mm dia tube  
 

20
0m

m

1 x Instructions  insert 

Rule 
Snips 

(recommended)   
Side cutters

(to cut connectors up)  

6 x Blue Collars  
 

1 x  string   1m long
   

Plastic 
Bag

1 x  resealable bag 
   
            
 

Abrasive paper

18p

NOTE 
These  DO NOT HAVE
 a slit  like the 
blue slit rods 
 
Cut as needed 
with snips

 

1 x Ping Pong ball 
   

Tools 

 

1 x abrasive paper
   

2 x wood rods 
5mm dia x 150

  

Target Castle Idea
 Cut out shape  
  
 

optional - fold this base part back to stiffen shape   

Cut out 
this hole 

Catapult 
back piece
 

Cut out 
and punch 
the three holes

Cut out 
this hole 

Cut out 
this hole 

Cut out 
this hole 

R

Bounce game - another game to 
try.  Aim at plates so balls bounce 
then onto a target.
 

One way to support the castle is to tape 
light blue as shown - Set connector part 
above 20mm from base.

Back View 

1 x Laminated page  
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9

X 4 

  
about 50mm

 
DO NOT cut the rest of the 

green connectors 
X2

3
INTRODUCTION 

X2
80mm

(shortest slit rod)

Cut up the clip connectors 
& remove sharp edges  

  
wooden rod  150mm

Cut two single green 
connectors
 
 

105mm Cut  
light blue tube 

 

  Cut 3.9mm grey 
tube 130mm long 

then slide it in 
light  blue tube 

105mm
130

BOTH ENDS 
Add wheels 
and grey collars  

X2

X2

Add rubber 
band over it 

X4

X 4 
X 2 

To make - use these ‘step-by-step’ 
instructions and adapt as you want.
TIPS 
1)  Use metric rule to measure rods. 
2)  TWIST and PUSH rods in to 
place
3)  Round rod ends with abrasive 
paper if difficult to insert rods
.4)  After cutting up a connector trim 
off any sharp edges.     

1a

1b

Push  two of these connectors on 80mm slit rod.  
Slide two more blue connector 
rods on the ends as shown. Slide the two wooden rods through the blue connectors.

   

Add blue connectors to ends  

Slide light blue tubes through end connectors  

50
mm

60
mm

100
mm

105 130
mm

200
mm

Rule 

5a 5b

Add  80mm 
long slit rod
as shown

  

80
mm Correct size if printed  correct size. 
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10  11a 12

13

Add 80mm blue 
               slit rod 
 

80mm

80
mm

120mm

Add a trigger arm to rear   
 

Add support rods 

X 2 

Then adjust to make it 
look as shown
 
 

Note
Green connector 

provides the 
hinging action  

    

 11b

Make this 
sub assembly
then add
to uprights 
 

Add 120mm long 
blue slit rods in
the green 
connectors 

X 2 

Add Assemble here

80

X 2 
X 2 Can clip 

onto axle 
 

Add double green hinge 
that will hold the throwing 
                                  arm. 
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19

20

21

200 mm 

 

Making and Adding the Throwing Arm  

x 2 

R

17

15 16

60    

30 
  

 

30 
  

 

Cut * back piece 
out and punch the holes 

Tip - to punch holes
Remove back of the 
punch so you can 
see what are doing. 

Add back piece start by adding 
placing on the central hole. 
then bend so it goes on as shown in fig 18    
 

*on the laminated sheet 

Add two 200mm slit rods by 
passing though the green 
connector. 
 
 

Add  a single green 
connector at end
(loop rubber band 
around it first 

X 2 

Release catch 
 The release catch

needs a larger gap.
Saw or snip off as 
shown to provide a  
big gap.  
 
 

Add light blue tubes  
- start with 60mm length 

 

Fix with blue collars  
 

Add thrower to the long slit rods 
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detail of string 

Adjust to get best effect 
 

Ready Steady Fire 
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Target Castle Idea
 Cut out shape  
  
 

optional - fold this base part back to stiffen shape   

Cut out 
this hole 

Catapult 
back piece
 

Cut out 
and punch 
the three holes

Cut out 
this hole 

Cut out 
this hole 

Cut out 
this hole 

R

Bounce game - An extension game 
is to aim at a plate so ball has to 
bounce before hitting target.
 

One way to support the castle is to tape 
light blue tube as shown - Attatch  
connector part 20mm above from base.

Back View 
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